
Upside Out 

 
Coincidence Machine: 

The name alone strikes a chord for me personally because my first 

experience seeing my brother Matt play music professionally was with Jimi. 

Coincidence? Personally, I was late in joining the music parade, but what 

made it less difficult or even tangible was the fact that I grew up around it. It 

was normal to me.  It was not some far off thing that some other type of 

person does.  So for me, it is not a coincidence that things have come full 

circle and I now get to work with Jimi and Matt and help their machine 

move forward.  This is my Perspective on what makes Coincidence Machine 

Great: 

Coincidence Machine is what is.  A new project that is far more Rock 
and Roll then what Matt and Jimi have done in the past.  Still on the 
experimental side, but Coincidence Machine comes with edge and 
something to say.  Their sound is very unique with a throwback feel to 
the art rock era.  Everything from the sound of the recordings and 
production of the songs to the arrangements and vocal approach 
screams unique and pulls from all of their influences.  The song "I Cry 
Alone" has a very bluesy feel yet there are subliminal elements to 
80's heavy metal in the approach of the vocal performed by Matt 
Baranello.  The first official single that they released with a music 
video to go along with it: "Shadow Voice" features a haunting vocal 
by Jimi Durso where you do in fact feel like you are hearing a shadow 
coming out from a dark cave.  This to go along with a really heavy 
hook of a bass line leads to a very memorable song to vibe out to. 
The entire album plays out very nicely and gives a peek into the start 
of something really special and really good.   
I am really excited to help push this machine forward... 
-AJB  

 

Adam Baranello created the cover art for “Upside Out” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Shine 

I wrote this riff when I was in a band called “Rock” w/ Kerry 

Merkle (he’s in John Wilkes Booth now). We had a rehearsal that 

the bassist didn’t show for, and so we did a lot of jamming. I 

played that first riff, and heard the rest of the song. I remember 

making the band stop while I figured it out. 

 

the Price 

I originally conceived of this as a rock & roll tune, but when we 

started playing it Matt put this R&B beat to it, which instantly 

transformed the entire character. We also recorded this one before 

I’d acquired my double-kneck (“the Beast”) so it was done 

completely on the Fender bass, even the ending solo. 

 

Grinnin’ in Your Face 

I grew up on blues, and it was some of the first music I ever 

played. This one’s from Son House, who originally did it a capella. 

I came up with chords for it, thinking I was the only guy in the 

world to have that idea. Turns out if you go on YouTube you can 

find a host of others who have redone this tune with chords, but I 

still think ours is pretty cool. 

 

She’s So Heavy 

When Matt and I decided to work as a duo (after proving unable to 

find a third person that shared our vision) this was the first song we 

played together. We had played it before in the trio Piltdown Man, 

but in rehearsals had often played it duo while waiting for the 

guitarist to set up, so it was natural to use it as a starting point in 

our explorations of what we could achieve as a two piece. 

 

Snow Day 

Played this song in a band called Space Monkeys. I had made a CD 

of all my basement demos, asking the other members which ones 

they’d like to add to our repertoire. Everybody asked for this one. 

 

http://www.jwbooth.net/


Should I Stay or Should I Go? 

Early on we were looking for songs that would work in our duo 

context. We played a number of covers, and this was one that 

worked exceptionally well. It also gives us a chance to throw in 

some of our jazz background. 

 

Roland Alphonso 

There’s a Don Cherry/Ed Blackwell album that we both dig that 

has this song on it (w/ Cherry playing accordion). So we basically 

nicked it. The accordion part translated really well to the 

harmonica, and Matt used that as a backdrop to make his own 

statement. 

 

Your Eyes 

For this track we did a video all on our own ( at and around Matt’s 

house). It’s very much like the early low budget MTV vids. I think 

it’s a riot. You can check it out by clicking here. 

 

Wish You Were Here 

Matt really wanted to do this tune, and I’m a little jealous as it’s a 

song I really like to sing. The final line of the first verse I find 

especially poignant. 

 

Swamp 

One of the two “double-kneck” songs that made it onto the album. 

This had been a regular part of the set for the ska band Defactos, 

and had even appeared on some Piltdown Man sets. Looking at it 

today, the chords don’t seem like they should go together, but they 

do. 

 

Sarabande 

I filmed myself playing this one (you can see it by clicking here). 

Though we both have a fondness for classical music, it was 

uncertain if this track would work alongside our generally “rock & 

http://youtu.be/AUsRlkd1yJ4
http://youtu.be/YxfoMlnobUk


roll” sound. But as we were listening to the tracks, there was 

enough diversity that this fit in surprisingly well. 

 

I Cry Alone 

The first time we rehearsed this song, Matt remarked on how much 

he liked it. So I told him he should sing it. This has worked out 

well since for the bass part I’m trying to play the riff and the 

chords at the same time, and don’t necessarily need a third thing on 

top of that. 

 

Shadow Voice 

The bassline was written back when I was with Defactos, but the 

lyrics came when I was stuck in Tokyo airport on a 5-hour layover. 

I daren’t go to sleep as I was afraid someone might nick my Les 

Paul, and in that fuzzy brained area we experience when sleep 

deprived, I sketched these words out. 

AJB Productions did a great video of this track. You can see it 

here. 

 

Mantra #6 

This one was built around the double-kneck and the loop machine. 

We’ve always been pushing ourselves to sound like more than a 

duo, and this track builds to almost orchestral proportions by the 

end. 

 

Green River 

By simply applying John Fogerty’s guitar part to the bass, with the 

thumb keeping the quarter-knote pulse while the fingers play the 

melodies (and solo), the deeper sound of the bass guitar fills up the 

sound enough that I feel the rest of the band isn’t missed. And 

Matt’s engineering really made this track fat. His half-time feel at 

the beginning also makes it sound a bit “metal”. 

 

 

 

http://youtu.be/mBwA6gBY9Q4


a Farewell 

This one was written many years ago. I was asked to jam by a cat 

we used to call Ian McCheever. I was focusing purely on classical 

guitar at the time, and he was an electric guitarist. We had this idea 

that we would be a duet where he’d be John Abercrombie and I’d 

be Ralph Towner. When we first got together, we hadn’t discussed 

what songs we might play, and McCheever just looked at me and 

said “Play something”. I improvised the melody and form of this 

tune, and made sure to write it down right afterwards. 

 

Twang! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Matt’s Notes: 

 

Recorded September 2009-July 2012 at Pop-pop John Studio, South Orange 

NJ  

 

Additional recording done at TWANG Studio, Valley Stream, NY 

 

Assistant Recording Engineer at Pop-pop John Studio: Abraham Duncan 

 

Mixed and Mastered by Matt Baranello at Pop-pop John Studio. 

 

Matt would like to thanks his beautiful wife Jennifer for all of her support 

and encouragement during this recording process especially during Matt’s 

frequent temper tantrums and throwing of studio equipment. In all 

seriousness, if it wasn’t for Jennifer’s support and understanding during the 

months of June and July, assuming all of the household responsibilities, this 

album would never have been done on time. Thank you Jenny! 

 

Secondly thanks must go to Abraham Duncan my son and assistant engineer 

without whom I could not have done my drum tracks, having him play for 

hours at 60 bpm as I tweaked the board looking for the perfect drum sound. 

 

Thank you to Akasha, my daughter (Kashimomo) for all of her help in 

creating the choreography for our songs. ;-) 

 

Matt would like to thank: His parents, Karen and Mark Baranello, Robert 

Higgins(RIP), Adam Baranello, Gail Benevente, Anne Baranello, Irene 

Bolger, Ozie Duncan, the Baranello Family, the Bolger Family, the Duncan 

Family, AJB Productions. 

 

Matt would like to dedicate this recording to the memory of his 

grandfathers:  

John Baranello and William Bolger. 

 






